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ABSTRACT . .

- In summer 1974, an intensive English 'language program
on the Lubumbashi campbi of the National University:of Zaire was
organized; Landed by the RockefellerFoUndation which is committed to
'supporting higher education in Zaire. Therneed for such a program
arises from the determination of newly independent countries to
achieve wider multilateral economic And political relationships.
-These require English, the major language of international =
communication. Because of their linguistic_fragmeneation, countrie.i
outside of the anglophone regions are forced to acguire English as a
third or even fourth language within their educational systems. This
additional linguistic demand imposes learning difficulties that can
only be resolved by efficient methods.basedbpOn a knowledge of the
particular social, and linguistic'system.To examine this problem,
Selected faculty members fro within the 'university. system, as they
learned English, were suSjected-to a series of tests-to determihe the
effectiveness of varion ac s with students of different_
competences and backgro ds. The port describes the planning
rationale and the to Ag,methodology. It includes substantial

-statistical_ analysis *ch,_if necessarily limited in its general
appIicabilityby-the small numblFs under study, does cffer some
potentially valid information cacern,ing such programs,-and their
potential. '(Author)
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ZAIRE: A SUMMER ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROGRAM
. .

John Povey
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", t Durin spmmer of ,1974 several people from the ESL Department of UCLA

CT .,.tre in,:olved in 'an intensive language program on the Lubumbashi campus

f- of the University of Zaire. The directors of the program were Ptofessork John
TiCe and F:arl Rand. The teaching staff were largely from UCLA; Fred Rosensweig
and Paul Hamelp"M.A. (TESL), from our program and Judy and Norman Garry from the

IC Deoartment of Linguistics. The fifth member was Susan Labin from the USC Depart-" t :rent of Sociology who w s added to undertake continuing professional evaluation
,,,-

cf the program.
CI . .

. ..

4.)
f. .

The program derived from consultations held by Jdhn Povey with the Rockefeller
Foundation in New York. and their representative in Kinshasha, Dr. JamesColeman
(once director of the UCLA African Studies Program). The Rockefeller Foundation.
had made Zaire a priority in their activities in Africa, recognizing, the enormous
political potential of its size, poiition, and wealth on the continent. Possi-
bilities for piograms of aid and assistance in educational` and economic change
were inhibitedby the limitation in the use of English in.the country. To under-
cut this difficulty, a briif review of the history of the language problem might
be yseful. ,,.

Africa is endowed (or bedevilled) by an incredible variety, of languages.- No
one seems certain how many languages are in use, but Nigeria alone may have a hun-
dred tongues, and these not proximate ones like French and Italian but derived.
from totally different linguistic roots. When the colonialists occupied most of
kfrica, they enforced their ranges deeply into the social context of the coun-
tries: Colonial langpages were used in government, education, and all national
co-mtinications. At independence-there was no regional vernacular which could
acceptably be declared the national language. The colonial language remained
as the overall means of communication beyond the local level.

,i'--.

,

rose countries that 'inherited English have found' themselves luckier than
0

NI these wFo'acquitred French,. as ci arly English has displaced French, as the major

itAl. try like Ivory Coast" where the ties- 'th France, cultural and above all finan-
language of international usage7-=This may appear less of a handicap, in a coun-

'."-
c'..i

-cial, remain strong. In Zaire which i deliberately seeking a major interna-

4 ticnal role, French is a restriction. This feeling does not derive from any.
-..1 , absolute determination to develo -close links with the U.S.A., though these ap-
4_ peartjooe -forthcoming. Rather it In recognition of the fact that English'

is'the second. language of so much of, the rest of the world:" It functions in
that role in so many countries of Europe-(Ruisia, aungary, Germany, etc.).- and 1 .

of tine Far'Eist (Japan, Indonesia, Malaysia). This makes the ability to employ
.

.. ifnglisha p'riority of development. /

il

. .

ith French sch.dominast in-the school system, it is hard-to engender effettive
le-;els of competence in the English as foreign language clisses that occupy only
3-.S hours per week within the'systeii.'. Nor can one realistically anticipate the
eii:lination Of French in.favor of English. The elite have too-vested an interest

, . . '
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in the languagehin which-their own authority is established: There is recogni-'
tion of the increasing need for English but it must be incorpOrated into an edu-
cational system where it, can at best be a third or more_often a fOurth,language.
Any rectification of this overall situation at a national level, even if politi-
cally possible, would be a monumental task requiring tremendouakinvestment of

tiresources. For English teaching to be in'the lease. effectiveNt would have to
be a vehicle of instrilition in at least some subjects. This would reqqire an
enormous commitment teteacher retraining. If it/is not too cynically rational,
one could probably finA'ammunition to support thebelief that judging by the
minimal resurts, seven the attempt to teach classroom English is an extravagant ."'N.,

use of the limited funds of educational investment. Probably the need for En-
glish could"best be advanced by isolating real areas of need and offering very
intensive short-term programs. These could be tailored to fit the requirements
of adults such as hotel people,- bank and-government workers,/sustained by the,
Highest econothic Motivation.* This general question would make the basis for
another long paper. Our own plans were for. just such a highly specific, short-
term course, aimed at fulfilling Special professional needs.' This is the kind
of course which generally gets the maximum results. More importantly although'
scarcely cheap, a 'course given by, visiting American teachers in the locality
=ay-be as economical and efficient a means of encouraging English learning as
any other arrangement. In the pait students had been sent abroad:an activity
that obviously' appealed considerably both for its pleasure ge its prestige.

Cne interesting experiment with Zairois had been tried the previous year.
A grotb of Zairois had been sent to Ibadan University in Nigeria to learn En-
glish. 'There was at, least a commendable surface ,logic in this decision. It

was argued that the training activity would valuably sustain and extend the .

facilities of the host university, that the Zairois would learn English in an
anglophone environment, but one,with an African context. In practice it proved
,not to be an ideal solution. Outside of the classroom not only was the local

0°English of a highly modified variety barely intelligible to the visitors, but
the students' sense of cultutal isolation was not apparently markedly diminished
by the fact that the foreign context was an African one. All the common pro-
blems of visiting groups were encountered. Communiltisolation inevitably
occasioned language isolation and participants. were ivep by a combination of
need and pieference to interaction with each-other in French rather than in
the target language.

Although it is certain that bilingual development in the long tun can only.
be fostered by programs within Africa, ibis program seemed to indicate for the
present short run that there would be.littieTperceptible diminution of English
usage if classes were conducted in the francophone invironment of Zaire. Sub-
sequent reinforcement and development of the language to fall communicative'
efficiency in preparation for American studies or travel could be achieved for
a selected group of:the.most competent in English-speaking. Africa or in America.

After reviewing these past attempts, it'was decided to organize highly
intensive English language summer program in Zaire and move the. Ameri ,teaChers
to Africa rather than the Africans to the States. In simple terms of transport'
costs,-one American teacher could service ten students, and at least for the
local partiqipants there would be no living expense.- In its diagnosis of the -

situation in the University of Zaire, Rockefeller felt that it would beposti-
bac to affeot certain minimal essential needs by searching withift,the university

.

.
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system for those who, in,learning English themselves, would become the catalysts .

for subsequent, more extensive change. With this intention they isolated a f

series of key people in a program,that would continue the important and long-erm
commitment to university staff development. There were staff members holdingjim-
portant positions in the administration. There were certain senior staff members
and a number of junior faculty who were already earmarked as being likely to 10e
sent to the States for further graduate study. They;came from the three campuses
of the university system: Kinshasa, Kisingani, and Lubumbashi. The Lubumbashi
campus was selected as the site of the project because it was formally the ma,or
_language teaching center for the system, and its facilities were assessed as the
best for the purpose of a summer school. These were to be the participants in a
plan for an experimental, intensive summer program.

We bad plannedan eight-week program which became somewhat abbreviated be-
cause of problems of getting the facilities were,ready at the beginning, which we
anticipated, and the Muhammed Ali fight at the end, which wasn't. NeverthelOs,
-considerable English was offered and quite remarkable progress was.made by thk

partitipants. This was particularly obvious in the case of those who had some
eviouSdistant and entirely pis ive background of English language learning

at hool, although this was n ediately, apparent in functional communica-

tion was not always obvious in the results Of the initial, tests. It did

provide Concealed but valuable ackground. As, our emphasis on speech, required

by the techimques of the oral-aura ethod,developed the speaking skills, at
the saMe,time itcontinuously unearthe layers of unrecognized and unacknowiedg d
language memory b ied under the strata of daily familiarity with French. No

less,than 75 admit having had some, often minimal and ;emote, school con-;

tact with English, and is fact, coupled' with the discovery that all the'paitic-.

ipants had tile tellec competence dimonstrated by holding at least pbst-E.A.

status, may have g pa ticipants with most superior potential for our work:-^$
Yet if such students are not average, they' are, not atypical of those profeision-
als amongstmhom the most intense- English4a4guage needs are to be found.

The course itself_began with testingalid evaluation. Forty-two partAii-
pants were selected and attended the opening day's sessions. Several meiTs were
employed including standard published tests, such as McCall-Crabbs. Since there
was a,relatively'luXurious staff-student ratio, each student was interviewed sep-.

a-ratify by three_facultr_members for class placement. These interviews were
=delta on those given for evaluating language competence by the Foreign Ser-
vice in Washington. One might initially feel convineed.that as they represent

-opinioil they would form at best a questionable personal estimate, subject to

all kinds of imponderable prejudices. However, they were conducted by experi-

, enced professionils,andit is important toconfirm that these were as efficient
and accurate a series,of tests as any.We presented. The screening results they
provided almost perfectly matched the levels to which the participantswere' 4

allocated. 'That remarkably few later reconsiderations proved to be neeeisary
is' one proof of their surprising reli .The format bf these interviews

is fairly standard, but perhaps show be outlined. There were four activities:

1. A series of ten questions English. The subject assumed .

, to be familiar, but the ies themselves were carefully graduated
in a hierarchy of syntactic difficulty and so demanded increasing
'complexity,in the student response.

2. The student had to write.a single sentence from dictation to check
the sil-sple encoding of writing/ spelling .

"WI 4



The student was required to listen and repeat three sentendes
arranged in a sequence of increasing length and syntactic dif-
iculty as a check of retention and comprehension.

4. The student simply read a paragraph aloud to display his ability
to articulate English with reasonably adequate pronunciation and
intonation. ,

As a result Of these tests, the group was divided into,three classes in the com
mon sequence of elementary, intermediate, and advanced. The patterns'of the class
lesson were samilar for each except for the level of difficulty.

It had been intended to run morning and afternoon classes, but because of
complications of transport, that became impossible and so we held only an excep-
tionally intensive five-hour morning session. Ideally this would teem too long;
too demanding of the attention span, but the students seemed to prefer the per-

-- _

per-

sonal leisure it providia-.2 This arrangement also made occasional impromptu
). afternoon activities possible. The demands on studeet effort were reduced by

planning theclasses so that they began when the students were fresh,mith the
most exhausting activities and gradually substituted more casual and entertain-
ing interactions and less structured activities.'

;ith the classes set up. we were able to establish fairly specific and de-
tailed'behavioral objectives. In reading we estimated that we-could reasonably
aim at a grade 7 standard for the elementary grade, a grade 9 level for the
intermediates, and a grade 12 level for the advanced students. This aim was -,

achieved but the results of the tests at the conclution of the program deserve
a mention for they indicate a curious situation. When the standard McCall-Crabbs
non-fiction tests were applied, each of the different groups in fact tested out
at a level of about il plus. This seemed so improbable as to indicate error in
the method, but we'hypothesize that the tests, which do not have a speed compo-
nent, do not sufficiently discriminate skills at the more advanced level. Given
time and application,even those with relatively -limited amounts of English can
achieve good levels of comprehension. Perhaps this competence is also particu-
larly true in this situation., where-we had such an academic and book-oriented
series of students. However, it is likely that the Same results would obtain
in ourown ESL classes at UCLA which similarly deal primarily with graduatestu-
dents.

The objedtive in.*riting was achieved in a way that more closely-matched our
46expectations. The elpientary.group--vir Ily beginnert=lpiere required to pro-

iduce an accurate paragraph With topic s tends and reasonable development. The
intermediate group was to present a logically.organized 2S0-word expository
essay. The advanced group wouldoaChieve a 400 -word essay with coherent develop-

- ment of subiect and a proper introducNgon and conclusion collated in accurate

English. Our classes were planned Td7k1low us to reach towards the accomiclish-
.

-ment of these defined objectives.

Classes began-with a half hour of listening comprehension followed by.a
forty-five minute eriod of formal grammar. There was ,a half hong of reading

and writing and er "core" period of grammar. After a snack geherouily

provided by Dr. Col there was i forty-minute period of "situational" En-
glish. This proved to one of the most appreciated and valuable activities

5
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because from it the students gained such a ready and immediate sense of achieve=
C

ment and the functional utility that often appears-lacking in classroom exercises.
The 'long morning concluded with an hour of mixed activities-in-which the various
le..els'were not separated. They, mixed to play mord games, joined in the popular
singing programs, and on one memorable occasion.spent several days running a
hiishlyeffective "court" organized by'Paul Hamel. This projecewas taken so seri
ously that it required portrayal of the entire legal_ apparatus -- judge, plaintiff,
defense, prosecution attorneys, and a series of witnesses who, being unihformed,
about-the subject of the crime delivered a wealth of exciting evidence probably
.no more conflicting in its detail than, that encountered in a regular courtroom!

During the afternoons we got very good response to many casual activities
such as a visit to the zoo, films at the Ameridan cultural center and debates.
Small groups met quite regularly for inforial conversation and help in the houses
of the faculty. With all of these things we tried to reinforce the use of the
English learned in the classroom and make some partial recompense for the lick
of English experience to be found in the totally francophone environment of
Eastern Zaire.

Because our staff included Susan Libin, who was formally trained in eval-
uation of programs, we were able to go more deeply than usual into the motiva-
tions and reactions of the participants and our discoveries may, be important
when further such projects are planned. Questionnaires were developed that
included both closed and open ended questions. The intentions detlared to be,
the iajor motivation of the eager participants in this summer course were sig-
nificant, although it, could be argued that they occasionallyoverlapped one
another (presumable professional needs=might be deemed to include reading En-41
glish materials, etc.). The four determinatios most regularly declared in -.

response to queries concerning the reason English was likely to be importdnt
to them were for:

1. Future professional, needs
2. Travel to anglophone countries'in Africa and elsewhere
3. Reading English language materials in their fields of study
4. Conversing with non-French speaking visitors. '

To questions aimed at determining the general-significance.of English, an extraor-
dinary 93 tof the participants responded that English "was now more important
than -before:" Participants recognized that it was the, ability to read English :

that was going to be most vital to them in their work, but it was the incapacity
to speak English that concerned them most and was a priority in their requests
for class instruction: There is some paradox here in that higher'denand should
surely be-for the most urgently required skill. HOwever,.as with many students
previously,introduced to a language by the translation-reading-grammar-book
method, there is a sense of.particular frustration in the total inability to talk
the language. No doubt this,feeling was exacerbated by their realization'that
they were going to have to interact with us in oral classroom work.

One important experiment may well be of futire importince. The costs of
setting up anything like a language lab were obviou$4,prohibitive in equip-
ment alone, besides the additional costs and diffi '1# A, of erecting housing

.

for its protection and function. We therefore ha* dea of buying fifty
small battery cassette recorders for individual esale these quite

A

.
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adequate machines are down to less an $30 apiece in this country. The eiiti
lot for our program cost less than he console of a formal language lab s em.
Being battefy powered'they' were a so ideal where the outlets.of elect c power
were so limited: The best quali y batteries lasted three weeks of suite ten-
sive use. The recorders were i .,ensely popular (perhaps occasional or the
pleaSures of recording "Congo- azz" outside of classroom hours), ey were
carried everywhere and provi d an instant means by which the participants could
try.euand test their Engl. -h. They were handy for a variety of classroom'exer-

_ tises. They were more fle .le than fixed equipment and,weuld be an economical
and valuable item in any s ch 'program, and were received with high enthusiasm
and regularly used. The ,only disadvantage we'discovered was that they were not
effective at full volume / in an entire class situation because of distortion. In

. the future we feel it would be essential to buy one Larger and more effective
amplifying 'machine for/the public usage that is required when tapes are used as,
for example, the sour 4 of test phrases and conversation drill. The results of
our program can be m asured by quantitative analyiis as well as by offered opin-
ions. Bo54Were gratifying. When our triple personal interviews were given
originally at the beginning, of the program, we encountered and recorded the fol-
lowi 'ability le els: (on a scale from 0-5 with 5 reserved, for native speaking
fl ency.)1 Elev were rated as grade one, thirteen as grade two, and eight were
,set as grade th e (three being the highest rating that was obtained at that

*.i.time)..

/

The sam triple interviews held at the end of the course, revealed very
encouraging and significant improvement. Only two remained at level one (both
incident from'the Lubumbashi campus, which is one piece ofevidence of the
problems 40cals whose studies are'more constantly interrupted-1We to their
proximit to'their offices which brings them constant unavoidable demands and
missed lasses.) Nine were now at level two; seventeen at three, and many of
theses veraged out at a clear three plus rating. Four had now reached level
four 'hick is,i very high standard of communicative competence exceeded only.
by e five level reserved for native speaking fluency.

Similar progress was measured when the participants were tested in order
set them into the equivalent measure of the UCLA entrance standards'. Our

entrance tests measure the student's placement onto our four-term sequence .

(of 832, 33A, B, and C courses, or grant complete exemption from remedial English
work.- These are quite severe standards because they ,are measured against our
estimate of whether the student can Eviction adequately without further prep-
iration in an American academic environment that provides only English.

At the beginning of our prograi, judged by UCLA requirements, eleven would
have required four quarters of English, thirteen would have required three. We'-

estimated five would ctemasidtwo.terts and three One term only., We did not find
a single participant who would be exempt from further English by UCLA standards.
(Under the circumstances thii was not particularly surprising since many had
joined this program precisely because they were aware that they could not meet
the reqUirements-of American university entrance standards, and they were hoping
to obtain scholarships for further education in the States.)

,Such was the improvement detected after the.intespive weeks of,study in this
summer, program, that by the end of,our course we found only five students who
by the UCLA ,standard would neeethl,full four terms, two who would need three,

.
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twelve who required two quart, and eleven requiring only one quarter of En-

glish language work. Two students now rated complete exemption. These stu-
dents exhibited a fairly rapid growth of competence deriving from the teaching
they had received.

One further respOnse to the quesir nnaire must be included if only out of

immodesty. Asked their opinion,of the program, of the final thirty-two respon-
dents, twenty -eight rated it at the good or excellent end of the scale. ;thirty-

one said that they wotild recommend ot s to take another such program should it

be,offered.

cThere wam revealing measurable ten y for the more advanced students to'.

assess the kogrim most favorably. felt in analyzing this response that it

......tolated less to any inferiority the elementary classes than that-the sense
of improved communicative a evement was far more obvious and noticeable at
that 'higher level. Our is indicat in fact that consider e progress had

been made by the begi s when considered the minima ompetence exhibited

at the start pf the progr But the elementary grou had. that personal

awareness that they had of achieved that happy st- e of fluency; and accuracy

which is the jdream o any language learner.

This progi tad many things that aided s effective perfoimance:, con;
siderable lgcal' support, enthusiastic and intelligent participants' and a good

teacher-student ratio. Yet we Also had. the usual problems and emergencies
inescapable in projects in Africa, especially one somewhat hurriedly planned.
from abroad. Nevertheless, the results make, clear that with application on the
part of both tlachers and students, very marked advances can be made even in
such relatively short-term programs, for intensitylhbstantially Makes up for
the limitation of the'time period available'. A most significant question-will
be whether this degree of English language acquisition "takes" or whether it
will be substantially diluted through lack of usage and reinforcement ldcally.
We had ambitious plans for follow-up work on the individual campuses, and we
hope that the achievement of this program and its participants will extend a
develop a firm basis for continuing English linguage usage in Zaire.

FOOTNOTES

1. The numb'er actually listed in these statistical resuLts is only 32.
because we wished to _indicate the improvement in each student and

only 32 could be matched in-pre -'and post tests. Some late rivals

and early departures reduced the numbers of-those whb took ho h tests:
These gapi were` unavoidable because we were attempting to sque ze a
longer-program than was.,perhaps- reasonable into a restricted loc

vacation period. .
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